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INTRODUCTION 
Cayley [Cay] was the first to state, and Sylvester [Syl] was the first to 
prove, that the coefficients of the Gaussian polynomial 
n [I (l-q)(l-qZ)...(l-qn) k q= (l-q)(l-q2)...(1-qk)(l-q)(l-q2)...(1-q”-k) 
= c a,q’ 
are unimodal. The coefficients a, have several combinatorial and algebraic 
interpretations which encompass lattice paths, multi-set permutations, 
k-subsets of n, partitions, and k-dimensional subspaces of n-dimensional 
vector spaces over a finite field with q elements (see [Knu; Pol; 
N-S-W; Mac, Chap. 10, p. 12921). For example, the most popular 
combinatorial interpretation is that for fixed n and k, the coefficient ai 
is the number of partitions of i whose Ferrers diagram “tits” into an 
(n-k) x k rectangle. However, we prefer the following interpretation in 
terms of k-subsets of n (see [Knu]). 
Let 6 = 6,6, ... dk, be a k-subset of n, and define the weight of 6, 
wt(8) = Cf=, hi, to be the sum of its elements. Then the coefficient ai in the 
Gaussian polynomial is the number of k-subsets of n with weight 
i + k(k + 1)/2. The main theorem of this paper states that the sequence a, 
is unimodal. This result has several non-constructive proofs (see [Spr, 
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Ex. 3.3.6( 1); Eli, p. 149; Sta; Whi; Pro]). In this paper we give the first 
constructive proof. 
Fix n and k, and define a partial order (called the complete partial 
order) on the k-subsets of n as 
d<P if wt(6) < wt(p). 
The coefficients ai are the Whitney numbers of this ranked poset, and we 
prove their unimodality by constructing a symmetric chain decomposition 
for the poset. 
We warn the reader at this point that there is another (more interesting) 
partial order on the k-subsets of n, called Young’s order, whose covering 
relation is defined as 
such that 
pj=6,+ 1 andp,=6, for all i # j. 
It is still an open question whether there exists a symmetric chain 
decomposition for Young’s partial order. See [Lin] for a symmetric chain 
decomposition when k = 3, [Wes] when k = 4, and [Rie] when k = 3 or 4. 
With small modifications, our construction also produces a symmetric 
chain decomposition in Young’s partial order when k = 3 or 4. 
Let %(n, k) denote the set of k-subsets of n, and let %(n, k), denote this 
same set of elements with the complete partial order. The constructive 
proof of unimodality has three main ideas. We first partition %(n, k) into 
smaller subsets determined by two statistics m and d, 
%(n, k) = u %(n, k, m, d). 
m. d 
We next show that for arbitrary values of n, k, m, and d, @(n, k, m, d) has 
a structure that looks like a disjoint union of copies of “smaller” 
@(n’, k’, m’, d’). Finally, we construct a symmetric chain decomposition for 
%(n, k, m, d), inductively and show that the midrank of @(n, k, m, d), 
coincides with the midrank of %(n, k), . 
In Section 1, we give the definition of m and d, and describe an algo- 
rithm, CHAIN, that produces a chain decomposition of %(n, k), . For 
most of this section we analyze the properties of the CHAIN algorithm. We 
show that every element in 42(n, k) lies on exactly one CHAIN, and that 
all elements on a CHAIN, are contained in one %!(n, k, m, d). 
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In Section 2, we provide a structure theorem for %(n, k, m, d). 
“Z(n, k, m, d) = !J %(n”, d) x @(n, k, m’, d’). 
m’,d’ 
The main theorem is in Section 3. We take the CHAINS constructed in 
Section 1, and using the ideas in Section 2, inductively form symmetric 
chains in Oli(n, k, m, d), From there it is easy to show that the new chains 
form a symmetric chain decomposition for %(n, k)< . 
See [Zei,] for an expository paper on this proof and [Zei,] for an 
“algebrized” version. 
1. CHAIN DECOMPOSITION OF %(n, k), 
In this section, we define two statistics, m and d, for each k-subset of n. 
We then define a CHAIN algorithm, which given appropriate input, 
generates strings of k-subsets. We then argue that this algorithm preserves 
m and d and decomposes %(n, k), uniquely. 
A. Definitions: m and d Statistics 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let 6 =6,6, ... 6, be a k-subset of n, i.e., 6 E @(n, k). 
Let m=max2GiGk+I (si-s,+,}, where 6,=0 and 6k-r-1 =n+ 1 by con- 
vention. (We shall also use 6 _, = -1, and 6,+, = n + 2 on occasion.) We 
say 6 has spread m, or that spread(d) = m. Note that if k = 1, and n is fixed, 
by our convention 6, = n + 1 and 6, = 0, so that spread (6) = n + 1. 
EXAMPLE. In %( 10,5), 14678 has spread 5, and 12345 has spread 7. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let 6~@(n, k) and let m =spread(b). Let &t(S) be the 
set of indices j, where (6, - aj- *) achieves the maximum value m, i.e., 
A(6)= {jlS,-6im,=m, 2< jfk+ 1). 
We decompose J(6) into disjoint subsets, gi(S), so that each $Bi(S) is a 
maximal string of consecutive integers of &(S ). Finally set d = C r lgi l/2]. 
We say 6 has degree d or the deg(b) = d. 
EXAMPLE. If 8=24589~~!~(11,5), then spread(d)=m=4, &Y(6)= 
{2,4,5,6f=(2)~{4,5,6f,andd=1+2=3. 
Using these two statistics, m and d, we partition the k-subsets of n by 
%(n, k) = u %(n, k, m, d)? 
m,d 
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where &(n, k, m, d) is the set of k-subsets of II with spread m and 
degree d. 
EXAMPLE. If n = 9, k = 5 then %(9, 5, 6, 1) is 
12345 12359 12489 13789 26789 
12346 12369 12589 14789 36789 
12347 12379 12689 15789 46789 
12348 12389 12789 16789 56789 
12349 
B. CHAIN Algorithm 
In order to define the CHAIN algorithm, we first identify the initial and 
terminal elements on each chain. 
DEFINITION 1.3. We say g = cI oz.. . ok, a k-subset of n of spread m, is 
a starter if 
(i) o,-,=n-m+l and 
(ii) cr,=n-m+2. 
DEFINITION 1.4. Given 0 a starter, its corresponding terminal element 
a* = oI*a: . ..a.$ is defined by 
(i) a,*=oj_2+m,i=k,k-1 ,..., q+l, 
(ii) 07 = fri, i= q, q - 1, . . . . 0, 
where q = max J%!(C)\ { k + 1 } and m = spread(a). 
Note that when &(a)\(k+ 1 } is empty, we set q = 0 by convention. 
Also note that if q = k, then c = r~*. 
EXAMPLE. Let n = 11, k = 5. Then 0 = 1 3 4 5 6 is a starter with spread 
m = 7 and q = 0. The corresponding terminal element, g* = 6 7 8 10 11. 
Another starter, CT = 1 4 6 7 8, has spread m = 5, q = 3, and corresponding 
terminal element, o* = 1 4 6 9 11. 
Notation. Given two lists of k-subsets of n, C, and C,, we denote the 
concatenated list C, followed by C, as C, ; C,. 
DEFINITION 1.5. For e a starter element let CHAIN(a) denote the list 
of k-subsets of n defined as follows: Let m = spread (a), and let q = 
max ~&+‘(a)\ { k + 1 }. Then 
CHAIN(a) = CJ; C,(o); C, i(g); . . . . C,, ,(a), 
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where Cjis a list of r,=cri2+m-c, elements (Pp),GPSr, and 
i < j, 
i=j, 1 <p<ri. 
i > J; 
Example: Let n = 11, k = 5, 
CHAIN (14678) = CHAIN (13456) = 
14678) u 12367) u 
14679 1 12368 
; j ; ; ;; C5(1 4 6 7 8) 12378 4  
:;:66;:;)C4(14678) 12578 6  
1 
C3( 1 2 3 6 7) 
13678 
14678 2 3 6 7) 
15678 I 
C2(1 
25678 
35678 
I 
C,(l 2 3 6 7) 
45678 
FIGURE 1 
C. CHAIN(o) Preserves the Spread m 
In order to show that the CHAIN algorithm preserves m, we need the 
following 
PROPERTY 1.6. Fix n, k. Let (T be a starter with spread m and 
6+zCHAIN(a). Fix j, jE (k, k- 1, . . . . q+l}, where q=max.M(a)\(k+l}. 
Then 
(i) SfJz-Slp< m (j-ck and 1 <p<r,) 
(ii) 6 J.p 
J+ 1 
-iT$f, =m (1 ,(p<rj) 
(iii) “i-P - 6j,p,<rn (1 <p<rj- 1) and 6jxP-afP2=rn (p=r,). 
Proof: 
(i) 61;n,-6!,p~~J~+-?-((Tj+rJ) J (Def. 1.5) 
<a,+m-(oj+ojiz+m--a,) (Defs. 1.4, 1.5) 
=Ui-Ujez 
-cm (by assumption) 
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=m 
(iii) 6j.P _ 6j.P 
J J--z 
=Uj+tpAgj-2 
dOj+(Oji-2+m-CJj)--j-* 
=m. 
(Def. 1.5) 
(Def. 1.4) 
(Def. 1.5) 
And the proof is complete. 
THEOREM 1.7. CHAIN preserves the spread. That is, if (T is a starter with 
spread m and 6 E CHAIN(cr), then 6 has spread m. 
Prooj: Fix j. Let 6’~~ E C,(O) for p E { 1, 2, . . . . rj}. Then 
&. P - (p-P2 = 
Oi-@i-2> i=1,2 ,..., j-l, 
I a:-CT,*_,, i=j+3,j+4 ,..., k, 
by Definition 1.5. Note that Sjp - 8:Lp2 <m (i= 1, 2, . . . . j- l), since G 
has spread m. Similarly, 07 - a?-2 = (cr-* + m) - ((ii-d + m) = cie2 - 
gic4 -cm. So we need only check hi Jp-Bf!2 for i= j, j+ l,j+2. But these 
are exactly the cases considered in Property 1.6. 
D. CHAIN(g) Preserves the Degree d 
In order to show that the CHAIN Algorithm preserves d, we need 
PROPERTY 1.8. Fix n, k. Let o be a starter with spread m. Let q = 
max .&(a)\{k+ l}. Fix jE {k, k- 1, . . . . q+ l} andpe (1,2, . . . . rj}. 
(i) IfOGs< j- 1 then s~&(b~‘P) iff SEA(Q). 
(ii) Ifs=jthen~E,&(C)~~~)zfjfp=r~. 
(iii) max &(Gp) = j+ 1. 
Prooj: (i) Since s < j by definition of CHAIN(a), Sfp - SiT2 = o,- 
csp2, and this implies SEJ@(S~~) iff SE&‘(~). 
(ii) This is just Property 1.6(iii) re-worded. 
(iii) Property 1.6(ii) establishes that j+ 1 EJZ(@,~). We need only 
show j + 1 is the maximum element. For 2 d I,< k + 1 - j, 
@.P -d&P 
I+1 J+1-2 
=a,*,,-oy+,-, (Def. 1.5) 
=(dj+/-2+m)-(oj+,~,+m) (Def. 1.4(i)) 
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Since q=maxA(o)\{k+l} andj+I-2>q, 
~,,I-2 -CJj+lp4<i?l. 
Thus s 4 M(Shp) for s 3 j+ 3 and the proof is done. 
THEOREM 1.9. CHAIN preserves degree. That is, if c is a starter with 
degree d, and 6 E CHAIN(o), then 6 has degree d. 
Proof: Decompose .&‘( CT) into disjoint subsets, J%‘(U) = 9, (a) u 
La*(a) u . .. u gr(c), as in Definition 1.2. Order the I, according to the 
size of their elements, so that G@r(o) contains the smallest element of J&!(O) 
and G&(G) the largest. Set d,(o) = r19i(a)1/21. 
Case 1. {k, k + 11 c gr(a). Then q = max &‘(cr)\(k + 1 } = k and by 
convention, CJ = cr* and, of course, d is preserved. 
Case 2. {k}~~(a).Hence~~(a)=(k+l),d,(a)=l,andmax~~,_,(o) 
= q. Suppose 6 E CHAIN(a) is an element of C!(o) for some j. First assume 
j> q + 1. Then gi(S) = gii(~) for i= 1,2, . . . . r - 1 by Property 1.7(i), which 
implies d,(6) = di(o) for i = 1, 2, . . . . r - 1. By Property 1.7(ii), there are two 
possibilities for g,.(S) in this case: 
%!(6)= {.i+ 11 if 6=6’*“,wherepE(1,2 ,..., r,-l}, 
or 
gr(S)= (j, j+ 1) if 6=6J,P,wherep=rI. 
But in either case, d is preserved since d,(6) = 1 = d,(a). The only other case 
is j=q+l. If 6=hJp for pE(1,2,...,ryt1-I} then 9,(h)=(q+2) by 
Property 1.7(ii). Hence d,(6)= d,(a) for i= 1, 2, . . . . r and d is preserved. If 
S=SAp for p=rq+,, then {q+l,q+2)E&‘(6) hence gr,r(S)= 
gr!-r(a)u{q+l,q+2} and D,(6)=@. So d,-,(6)=d,-,(a)+l. Since 
d,(o) = 1, d is still preserved. 
E. Uniqueness 
DEFINITION 1.10. Let 9’(n, k) (Y(n, k, m, d)) denote the set of starter 
elements of %(n, k) (resp. %(n, k, m, d)). For 6 ~%(n, k) define 
START(G) E Y( n, k) by 
START( = ;;’ 
i< t, 
r+2 -m tdi<k, 
where t + 1 = max( &!(a)) - 1, and m = spread(d). (Recall the convention 
6 k+Z=n42.) 
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As we will see in the next theorem, START(G) is the “partial” inverse of 
CHAIN(a). But first, we need to show START(G) is a starter element. 
PROPERTY 1.10. For 6 l %(n, k), START(G) is a starter element in 
@(n, k). 
Proof Set m = spread(b), t = max(M(6)) - 1, and cr = START(G). It is 
enough to show that 0, - oip2 <m for i= 1,2, . . . . k since ck = n + 2 -m 
and akp,=n+l-m by definition. For i<t one has ~;-g,--= 
Si--6;-,<m. Similarly for t+2<i,<k, one has ~~-o~~~=(S~+~-rn)- 
(Sj - m) < m since t + 1 = max M(6). 
For iE(t,t+l}, 
~i-a,_,=(6i+,-m)-6i~, 
=(6i+,-6i)+(6,-6,~,)-m 
<m-I-m-m=m, 
because t + 1 = max J(S). 
Thus, (r has spread m, and we conclude that 0 is a starter. 
THEOREM 1.11. Fix n, k. Let 6 E q(n, k). Then SE CHAIN(o) iff r~ = 
START(G). In particular 6 is an element of exactly one chain. 
Proof: ( G ) Suppose g = START(G). We argue that 6 E CHAIN(a). In 
particular, we show that 6 E C,(a), where t + 1 = max A(6). Let q = 
max A(a)\(k+ l}. We first observe that q + 1 <t Q k. In fact, the 
arguments in Property 1.10 concerning the spread of 0 show that q < t, 
while clearly t <k. 
We have to show that 
i 
ait i < t, 
dj= a,+p, i=t, ldp<rr,=o,~,+m-aj. 
a:, i> t, 
The definition of G gives hi = ci for i< t - 1 and also 6, = oip 2 + m = a*, 
for t + 2 Q i < k, so it remains to check only the values 6, and 6, + , . Now 
6 t+ I -6 ,-I=m, 
since t + 1 = max J(8). So 
6 -6 r+1- ,-1+m 
=a(-, +m 
* =a(+,. 
Also, 
and 
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6 If2 -S,<m, whichimpliesa,=S,+,-m<S, (*I 
6,-6,_,dm, whichimpliesa:=o,+,+m=6,~,+m~6,. (**) 
Hence (*) and (**) together give rr,<d,<a:, so ~ECHAIN(~). 
( + ) It suffices to show that 6 E CHAIN(a) and p = START(G) implies 
p = c. If 6 E C, then by Property l.S(iii),j= max(J(6)) - 1 = t. Thus by the 
definition of START and C,: pi = hi = rri for i < j = t and pI = 6;+ 2 -m = (TV 
for i>, j= t. 
The proof of Theorem 1.11 is finished. 
EXAMPLE. We show %(n, 2) = u, 4Y(n, 2, m, l), where m E (n, n - 1, . . . . 
rn/21+ 1) and d= 1. Let o~,Y(n, 2); i.e., 
(a) cr, =n-m+ 1 and 
(b) a,=n-mm+. 
Now (a) and (b) imply a is a pair of consecutive integers and az - a0 < 
m = n + 1 - a, implies a1 + a1 < n + 1. Thus O, < Ln/2 J. Hence each starter 
has a distinct spread m where m ranges from n(a = 1 2) to rn/21+ l(a = 
Ln/2_), Ln/2 J + 1). In other words m E {n, n - 1, . . . . rn/21+ 1). Since there 
are only two components to each subset, d = 1. 
F. Local Properties 
THEOREM 1.12. Fix n, k. Let a be a starter with spread m. Let 
q=max&(a)\{k+ 1). Th en the number of k-subsets of n in the list 
CHAIN(a), denoted LENGTH(CHAIN(a)), is 
LENGTH(CHAIN(a)) = (k-q + 2)m - 2(n + 1) + ay + by-, 
Proof: Recall CHAIN(a) = a; C,(a); Ck- r(a); ‘. .; C,+,(a). By Defini- 
tion 1.5, LENGTH(Cj(a)) = rj = ajp z + m - aj. So using these two facts we 
see 
4+1 
LENGTH(CHAIN(a)) = 1 + 2 LENGTH(Cj(a)) 
j=k 
4+1 
= l+ 1 (a,-2+m-aj) 
j=k 
= 1 +(k-q)m+a,+a,_,-a,-a,-, 
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COROLLARY 1.13. Fix n, k. If q = 0, 
LENGTH(CHAIN(a)) = (k + 2)m - 2(n + 1) - 1. 
COROLLARY 1.14. Fix n, k. If CT and p are two different starters with the 
same spread m and q = max A!(a)\{k + 1 > = max A!( p)\(k + 1) = 0 then 
LENGTH(CHAIN(a)) = LENGTH(CHAIN( p)). 
Remark. We refer the reader to the Appendix, for a completely worked 
out example @(9, 3). 
2. RECURSIVE PROPERTY OF CHAIN ALGORITHM 
In Section 1 we partitioned the set of k-subsets of n, @(n, k), into subsets 
indexed by m and d. 
4Y(n, k) = l,j 4Y(n, k, m, d). 
m,d 
We showed that CHAIN(a) decomposes @(n, k, m, d), into disjoint 
chains. In this section, with the help of the CHAIN algorithm, we identify 
a set of primary elements, Y(n, k, m, d) associated with %(n, k, m, d). For 
each rc E CY(n, k, m, d) we define an equivalence class of elements of 
%(n, k, m, d) denoted 8(n). Now 
@(n, k, m, d) = u &(nc); 
ne9fn.k.m.d) 
i.e., the elements of S(n, k, m, d) are in essence a system of representatives 
for the equivalence classes a(n) of %(n, k, m, d). We show 
and 
C?(X) z @(n’, d), 
9(n, k, m, d) z u G?(n”, k”, m’, d’) 
m’,d’ 
for certain n’, n”, k”, m’, d’. Putting this together we get a structure 
theorem for 4?(n, k, m, d), 
%!(n, k, m, d) z u %( n”, k”, m’, d’) x @(n’, d). 
m’,d’ 
A. Preliminaries: CHAIN’(D) 
Because we no longer need the upper indices of 6 = 6J,p to represent the 
pth element on the jth sublist of CHAIN(c), we change notation and let 
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6 = crp denote the pth element on the concatenated list CHAIN(a). In other 
words the index p is the rank of 6 on the list CHAIN(c), where (r = c1 has 
rank 1. Since every k-subset of n, 6, belongs to exactly one chain, the rank 
p of 6 is well-defined. 
Clearly all the starter elements for fixed n, k, m, and d have the same last 
two components, rsk-, and ck. Consider two examples: 
Y(9,3,6, 1) = { 145,245,345) 
and 
9( 10, 5,4,2) 13478, 13578, 14578,24578,34578 = 
23478,23578,23678,24678, 34678 
In the first example, d= 1, and if we ignore the last two components, we 
are left with a chain of l-subsets of 3. In the second example, d= 2, and if 
we again ignore the last two components, we are left with two chains, 
which are exactly CHAIN(o) and CHAIN(p) for G = 134 E Y(6,3,4, 1) 
and p = 234 E Y(6,3,4, 1). This is not a coincidence, as we intend to show. 
But first we need to define some operations on a k-subset of n, and say 
what it means to compose the CHAIN algorithm with itself. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let (r E Y(n, k, m, A) be a starter. Then the map 
CHOP: Y(n, k, m, d), + u &(n-m,k-2,m’,d’),, 
f7i.d 
where 
m’ < m and d’ appropriate if d=l 
m’=mandd’=d-1 if d>,2, 
defined bl 
order 
~(n-tY--m)+ 1. 
isomorphism. Furthermore, wt(a) = wt(CHOP(a)) + 
Notation. We write 
CHOP-‘(w)~o,oz...o,~,,n+l-m,n+2-m 
=oOAm. 
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Remark. We know from the example in Section 1E that IY(n, 2, m)l 
= 1 for all appropriate values of m and n. Let Q = Y(n, k, m) for k = 1 
or 2. We set 
CHOP(o) = %(n - m, k - 2) = { 0 >. 
Proof: ( E ) If r~ is a starter, with spread m, then n + 1 - ok ~, = m by 
definition. So 0 = 5 0 Am, where r?‘, = ai, i = 1, 2, . . . . k - 2. We have to show 
that 5 E lJmz.dz %(n - m, k - 2, m’, d’), , 
Case 1. Assume k# ,&‘(a). If deg(a) = 1, then ,&‘(a) = (k + 1 }; i.e., 
there are no other indices for which ai- a,-* = m. When we drop the last 
two components, the new subset, (7, must have spread m’< m. Since we 
have no information on the number of indices, where 6; - c?- z = m’, d’ can 
be any appropriate value. 
If deg(a) > 2, then when we drop the last two components, we decrease 
the degree of a by exactly one. Since deg(a) 2 2, there are indices i <k such 
that Zj - dip z = m, so spread(d) = m. 
Case 2. Assume k E &(a). We claim that if k E J!(a) then k - 1 E 4’(a) 
also. If this were true, then d(a) 3 2, and dropping the last two components 
of a decreases the degree of 6 by exactly one. Since 6:kp, - Z.k ~ 3 = 
ake1-akM3=m, spread(c)=m. 
We now prove the claim. We have 
m= ak-ak-2 
(given) 
= ak-] + leak-2 
(a is a starter) 
dak-l+l-(ak-3+1) 
(okp2),ak-3+ l) 
d ak-l -ak-3 
but spread(a)=m, ~oa~~,--a~~~~ < m. These last two inequalities together 
imply ak ~ 1 - bk ~ 3 = m, hence k - 1 E J?‘(a). The claim is proved. 
(2) Let OE@(‘(~-m,k-2,m’,d’). Then 
o@AmE 
Y(n, k, m, d+ 1) if m=m’ 
Y(n, k, m, 1) if m > m’, 
by the definition of starter elements. 
The statement about wt(a) is checked by straightforward calculation. 
This in turn implies that CHOP preserves weight differences and is thus an 
order isomorphism. 
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We are now ready to define the composition of the CHAIN algorithm 
with itself. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let u E .Y(n, k, m, d) (see Fig. 2). We define 
CHAIN’(o): rCHAIN(wOdm)},...,,,,,, 
That is, if CHAIN(o)= ((T~}~, then 
CHAIN2(a) = { CHAIN(gP 0 Am)},. 
Thus CHAIN’(o) is a sequence of chains in %(n + m, k + 2, m, d+ l), 
indexed by the chain CHAIN(a) in @(n, k, m, d). However, we would also 
like to regard CHAIN2(o) as a doubly indexed array {~p’pz}p,,p2, where 
@I p2 is the pz element on the chain with starter ap1 @Am. 
Note that CHOP(a I1 ) = o. We inductively define CHAIN’(a) for I > 2 by 
CHAIN’(a) = (CHAIN(wO Am)},..,,,,r-lt,,. 
We also regard CHAIN/((r) as an array with I indices; namely, if 
then 
CHAIN’- ‘(0) = { ~““‘~p’-‘}p,,pz, .._, p,m,, 
CHAIN’(a)= {~p’p2...p’)p,p2...p,, 
where (Y~“--~’ is the p, element on CHAIN(CJ~~“‘~‘-‘@ Am). Note that the 
range of the indices pi depends on the values of the previous indices; 
namely 
and 
1 d p, < LENGTH(CHAIN(a)) 
1 < pj< LENGTH(CHAIN(oP1.“P’ -I@ Am)) for ja2. 
PROPERTY 2.3. The elements of CHAIN’(o) are distinct. In other 
words, if 
o=gPIP?.- PI- - r~~‘~~‘-‘~‘~ CHAIN’(a) 
then pi = qi, i = 1, 2, . . . . 1. 
Proof We do this by induction on 1, the cases I= 0 and I= 1 being 
evident. Suppose the result holds when 1 is replaced by I- 1. We have 
(CJ p*‘--p’m’ 0 Am) = START(o) 
=U 41”-4L,@A,. 
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By the induction hypothesis qi = pi for i < I- 1. Finally p, = qr since each 
equals the position of w  on the chain with starter START(o). 
Example: Let u = 1 E 6(3,1,4,1). 
CHAIN( 1) is: 1 = fY1 
2 = o2 
3 = cl3 
CHAIN2( 1) is: CHAIN( 145) 
CHAIN(245) 
CHAIN(345) 
= 145 = gll 
245 246 g21 022 
345 346 347 g31 d2 033 
CHAIN3(1) is: 
CHAIN( 14589) 
CHAIN(24589) CHAIN(24689) 
CHAIN(34589) CHAIN(34689) 
= 14589 
24589 24689 
246810 
34589 34689 34789 
346810 347810 
347811 
FIGURE 2 
CHAIN(34789) 
= $1 
211 u 0221 
,,222 
.311 0321 0331 
6322 .332 
.333 
LEMMA 2.4. For CJ E .4P(n, k, m, d) and op E CHAIN(a), 
LENGTH(CHAIN(oP @ Am)) = p. 
Proof: Induction on p. Let p = 1. Then 0’ 0 Am = o @ Am. We claim 
k + 2 E .&(a @ Am) since by the definitions of rsk and CT~ +z 
a~+~-cT~=n+2-(n-m+2) 
= Wl. 
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So q=max~(~@dm)\jk+3)=k+2 and (~@dm)*=o@dm. Hence 
the length of this chain is 1. 
We assume the statement is true for p<s and we show it is true for 
p = s + 1. Assume 0.’ E Ci(a) the jth sublist of CHAIN(o) for some 
j, k > j>/ q + 1. There are two cases: either (T” is the last subset on the 
sublist C, (cr) or it is not. If u5 is the last subset then 
(a) a’+ I =o.;+’ . . . ai+ ‘, where 
($‘L OS, 
i#j- 1, 
a:+ 1, j=j- 1; 
(b) max.X(~“+‘@dm)\{k+3}=.jandmax~(a”@dm)\(k+3}= 
j+ 1. 
(This is straightforward to check. Use Property 1.8(iii) and Theorem 2.1.) 
In particular, 
(c) CJ~.,=O;+,-m since j+ 1 E.4Y(cf@dm). Hence by 
Theorem 1.12. 
LENGTH(CHAIN(o”+’ @Am))= 1 +(k+2-j)m 
+a.~+‘+a:+:-a.~=:-o~=: i 
=l+(k+2-(j+l))m+m 
+cr;+(a;~,+l)--a”,+,--.~+, by(a) 
=l+(k+2-(j+l))m 
+a;+~;+, -u.;+~-u;+, + 1 by(c) 
and we see 
LENGTH(CHAIN(o”+ ’ @Am)) 
= LENGTH(CHAIN(a” @ Am)) + 1 
=s+ 1 
by the induction hypothesis. 
The case where (T’ is not the last element in C’,(o) is proved in a similar 
fashion. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Fix n, k. Then CHAIN*(a) = {r~~~~*}~,~~, where p1 d 
LENGTH(CHAIN(o)) and p2 bp,, 
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LEMMA 2.6. Let o E Y(n, k, m, d). Then 
CHAIN’+‘((r)= {c9’p2’-~p’+‘}p,p2 ..p,+,, 
where p1 < LENGTH(CHAIN(a)); pz d pI ;p3 dpz; . . ..p/+ 1 < pl. 
ProoJ: An easy induction on I. 
As in Section 1, we need a “partial” inverse to CHAIN’. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Let o E @(n, k, m, d), where d> 2; then we define the 
map 
START’: %(n, k, m, d) -+ Y(n -m, k - 2, m, d- 1) 
START’(w) = START(CHOP(START(o))). 
The definition makes sense since START(w) E Y(n, k, m, d) and since d > 2 
implies k > 3, CHOP maps 9’(n, k, m, d) into &(n - m, k - 2, m, d- 1). 
We generalize this definition as follows: For o ~%(n, k, m, d) where 
d> I+ 1, define 
START’+‘: %(n, k, m, d) -rY(n-Im,k-21,m,d-1) 
recursively by 
START’+ ‘(w) = START’(CHOP(START(w))). 
(See Fig. 3.) 
Example: (To compare with Figure 2, locate the element 3 4 7 8 10) Let 
w = 3 4 7 8 10 E 21(11,5,4,3) then 
START(w) = 3 4 7 8 9 
START2(w) = START(CHOP(3 4 7 8 9) 
= START(3 4 7) (3 4 7 E 91(7,3,4,2)) 
= 345 
START3(w) = START(CHOP(345)) 
= START(S) (3 E W3,1,4,1)) 
= 1. 
FIGURE 3 
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THEOREM 2.8. Fix n, k,m,d and let l<d- 1. Let o~@(n,k,m, d) and 
oE~(n-Im,k-21,m,d-I). Then 
w~cHAlN’+‘(a) iff START’+ r(w) = 0. 
Proof. A straightforward induction on I, using Theorem 1.11. 
B. Primary Elements 
DEFINITION 2.9. Fix n, k, m, d. We define the set of primary elements, 
9(n, k, m, d), of @(n, k, m, d) as follows: 
!B(n,k,m,d)=(n130E~(n,k,m,d)3STARTd(o)=n1. 
We also define the set of elements associated with each primary element, rc, 
as 
6’(n)= {u(uECHATN~(Z)), where rc E P(n, k, m, d). 
THEOREM 2.10. Y(n, k, m, d), z i)m,.d. tig(n - dm, k - 2d, m’, d’), . 
Fllrthermore, if 71 E Y(n, k, m, d) and w = 7~” p’“.p’e 6(n) then 
wt(w)=wt(n)+ 5 (~i-1)+(d-1)[2(n+l)-dm+11. 
r=l 
Proof: Note that when k = 2d or 2d- 1 we set %(n - dm, k - 
2d), = { 0) by convention. We claim 
.JP(n,k,m,d)=Y(n-(d-l)m,k-(d-1)2,m,l) 
as sets. If this were true, then 
Y(n,k,m,d),rY(n-(d-l)m,k-(d-1)2,m, l)< 
z u %(n - dm, k - 2d, m’, d’), 
m’.d’ 
by Theorem 2.1. We now prove the claim. 
(G ) This is true from definition of START“ map (Definition 2.7). 
(2) Let nE.Y(n-(d-l)m,k-(d-1)2,m,l). If ~ECHAIN~(~) 
then w E %(M, k, m, d) by Definition 2.2. By Theorem 2.8, rc = STARTd(w), 
so 71 E 9(n, k, m, d). 
Note o = .Pip2.--P4 where the pi are uniquely determined. The rest of the 
theorem follows by a straightforward calculation. 
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DEFINITION 2.11. Letrc ~9(n, k, m, d).Setn’=LENGTH(CHAIN(n))+ 
d- 1, which equals (k+2)m-2(n+2)+d by Corollary 1.13. Define 
INDEXMAP: B(n) + %(n’, d) by 
INDEXMAP(rtP’PZ ..““)=S,S,...S, with 6,=pd+l~i+i-1. 
PROPERTY 2.12. (a) INDEXMAP is a bijection. 
(b) INDEXMAP is order-preserving on 8(x), with respect to the 
partial order from %(n, k, m, d), . 
Proof (a) Lemma 2.6 implies that for each rcP’Pz”-Pd in &(z), 
1 < pJ < pdp, < . . . d p, < LENGTH(CHAIN(lc)) 
so 
1~ 6, < & < . . . < 6, < LENGTH(CHAIN( rr)) + d - 1 = n’; 
i.e., 6 I b2 . . . 6, is a d-subset of n’. 
The elements of CHAINd(n)= F(rc) are in one-to-one correspondence 
with indices p, pz.. . pd with 
1 bpd< ... <p, <LENGTH(CHAIN(n)) 
by Property 2.3 and Lemma 2.6, and the map 
p,p2...pdbb,b2...bd 
is essentially the standard bijection between partitions with d parts, each no 
greater than LENGTH(CHAIN(n)) - 1, and d-subsets of n’. 
(b) It suffices to show that INDEXMAP preserves weight differences. 
Suppose [ and q~&(rc), ; then [ = rcP’P2...Pd and rl= 7~~~~~“‘~~. By 
Property 2.10 and the definition of INDEXMAP we have 
wt(rl) - wt(i) = ci:, 4, - PI 
= wt(INDEXMAP(q)) - wt(INDEXMAP(0). 
Remark. We have now shown that a(n), is isomorphic to %(n’, d), . 
It is straightforward to show that INDEXMAP is order-preserving for the 
partial order defined on Young’s lattice, but this is not needed for our 
proof of unimodality and so we omit this argument. 
THEOREM 2.13. Fix n, k, m, d. Then the map 
FACTOR: @(n, k, m, d), -+ my @(n-dm,k-2 d, m’, d’), x Wn’, d), 
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defined by 
FACTOR(o) = (CHOP(n), INDEXMAP(o 
ulhere n = STARTd(o) is an order isomorphism. 
Furthermore, 
wt(o) = wt(CHOP(n)) + wt(INDEXMAP(w)) 
+42(n+l)+I-m(d+l)-;(d+l)). 
Remark. If k = 2d or 2d - 1 then CHOP(n) = @ and wt(%) = 0. 
Proof Note that 
4Y(n, k, m, d) = u 8(7r). 
zeP(n,k.m.dl 
In fact, if o E %(n, k, m, d), then rc = STARTd(o) is a primary element and 
by Theorem 2.8, OE a(n). Furthermore, Theorem 2.8 implies that if 
n, p E 9(n, k, m, d) and rc #p, then G(n) n a(p) = 0. 
Now b(n)< z %(n’, d), for all rr E YP(n, k, m, d), where n’ = 
(k+2)m-2(n+2)+d is the same for all 7c, and Y(n, k, m, d), 2 
L,& @(n - dm, k - 2d, m’, d’), by Property 2.10, so 
%Y(n, k, m, d) s u Q(n - dm, k - 2d, m’, d’) x &(n’, d). 
m’.d’ 1 
The statement about wt(o) is a straightforward calculation using 
Theorems 2.10 and 2.1. This in turn implies that FACTOR preserves 
weight differences and is thus an order isomorphism. The proof is complete. 
Remark. We have shown that the set %(n, k, m, d) has a structure, i.e., 
that it is isomorphic to a union of Cartesian products of G(n - dm, k - 
2d, m’, d’) with %(n’, d). Since k - 2d < k and d < k, we can use this in an 
inductive proof of the main theorem. 
3. SYMMETRIC CHAIN DECOMPOSITION OF %(n,k), 
This section contains the main result, that there exists a symmetric chain 
decomposition of @(n, k), under the complete partial order. This 
immediately implies that %(n, k), is rank unimodal, which via the bijec- 
tion mentioned in the Introduction implies that the Gaussian coefficients 
are unimodal. 
582a;53:1-4 
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A. Definitions, Notation, Elementary Properties 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let o ~@(n, k, m, d). We define CO’, the string comple- 
ment of w, by 
(jj”=Q)~~~c...Q)c 1 3 k, where uF=n+l--cOw,+,p,. 
EXAMPLE. Let o=l 568 11~%(11,5,5,2) then w’=146711. Note 
that the string complement defined above is not the same as the set 
complement. 
PROPERTY 3.2. %(n, k, m, d) is closed under string complementation. In 
other words, tfo ~@(n, k, m, d) then o~E@(~, k, m, d). 
Proof. Left to the reader. 
THEOREM 3.3. ([B-T-K]). Zj’P and Q are posets with symmetric 
chain decompositions then P x Q has a symmetric chain decomposition. 
Proof: See [And, p. 45, Theorem 3.6.11. The main idea of this proof is 
that for each pair of symmetric chains V = p,, pz, . . . . pm E P and 
23 = 91, q2r . . . . qn E Q one can construct a sequence of symmetric chains 
{Ei}j E P x Q by stripping off the rightmost corner of elements as in Fig. 4. 
El : (pl,ql) (PI@ . (P1'4,-2) (Pg& 
E2: by@ (P2>q2) . (PyQJ (P24,J 
------I ' (P,lQ,-1 
(P$,) 
(P‘y,) 
(P&I,) 
FIGURE 4 
LEMMA 3.4. Fix n, let k = 2. There exists a symmetric chain decomposi- 
tion of q(n, 2), Furthermore, each such chain %? = ?&(n, 2, m, 1) for fi,xed 
m. 
Proof We know from the exercise in Section 1E that 
@(n,2)=W%(n,2,m, l), 
m 
wheremE{n,n-l,..., [n/21+1) andd=l. 
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Since each starter has a distinct spread, IY(n, 2, m, I)] = 1. Since 
CHAIN preserves m and d, CHAIN(a) must be complete list of the 
elements in %(n, 2, m, 1). Clearly, CHAIN(e) is a saturated chain in 
‘W4 2),, and it is easy to verify that the terminal element g* = (z’. But the 
map 
is order reversing in %(n, 2), thus CHAIN(o) is symmetric in %(n, 2), . 
THEOREM 3.5. There exists a symmetric chain decomposition for 
$(n, k), under the complete partial order for all n and k. Furthermore, each 
chain is contained in a set %!(n, k, m, d). 
Proof: We show by induction on k that each %(n, k, m, d) decomposes 
into chains symmetric about the middle rank of 4!(n, k), . 
Let k = 1. Clearly, the chain 1, 2, 3, . . . . n is symmetric in %(n, l), . The 
case k = 2 is verified in Lemma 3.4. 
So fix k, k 3 3, and assume that for all smaller values k’ <k and all 
values of n, m, and d, %(n, k’, m, d) has a decomposition into chains 
symmetric about the middle rank of %(n, k’), . 
Fix n, m, and d. By Theorem 2.13, 
,-&(n, k, m, d), r u g%Y(n - dm, k - 2d, m’, d ‘)< x Wn’, d), . 
m’.rl’ 1 
Since k - 2d < k and d < k, the induction hypothesis implies that there exist 
symmetric chain decompositions for each %(n - dm, k - 2d, m’, d’) and for 
q(n’, d). Since the midrank of each subposet %(n - dm, k - 2d, m’, d’) 
coincides with the midrank of +Y(n - dm, k - 2d) their union has a sym- 
metric chain decomposition. Using the proof of de Bruijn et al. [B-T-K], 
i.e., Theorem 3.4 one can construct a symmetric chain decomposition for 
their Cartesian product and hence for @(n, k, m, d). 
%!(n, k, m, d) is closed under string complementation, which is also order 
reversing in %!(n, k). Hence the chains in @(n, k, m, d) are symmetric in 
@(n, k) and the midrank of @(n, k, m, d) coincides with the midrank of 
%!(n, k). 
COROLLARY 3.6. %(n, k, m, d), is rank symmetric and unimodal. 
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APPENDIX 
Let n = 9, k = 3, 
Y(9,3) = (123, 134, 145, 156,234,245,256,345,356,456} 
Starters c-f Corresponding Terminal Elements 
123 c-f 789 234 ++ 679 
134~678 245 +-+ 568 
145 e* 567 256 c* 257 
156 c-t 156 345 c--t 569 
356 t* 358 456 ++ 459 
CHAIN( 123) is CHAIN( 134) is CHAIN(234) is 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
139 
149 
159 
169 
179 
189 
289 
389 
489 
589 
689 
789 
134 234 
135 235 
136 236 
137 237 
138 238 
148 239 
158 249 
168 259 
178 269 
278 279 
378 379 
478 479 
578 579 
678 679 
CHAIN( 145) is CHAIN(245) is CHAIN(345) is 
145 245 345 
146 246 346 
147 247 347 
157 248 348 
167 258 349 
267 268 359 
367 368 369 
467 468 469 
567 568 569 
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CHAIN( 156) is CHAIN(256) is CHAIN(356) is CHAIN(456) is 
156 256 356 456 
257 357 457 
358 458 
459 
%(9, 3,8, l)= (sld~CHAIN(123)) 
LENGTH(CHAIN(123))= 19 
@(9,3,7, 1) = (6 ) 6 E CHAIN( 134) or CHAIN(234)) 
LENGTH(CHAIN( 134)) = LENGTH(CHAIN(234)) = 14 
dS(9,3,6, 1) = (6 16 E CHAIN( 145), CHAIN(245), or CHAIN(345)) 
LENGTH(CHAIN( 145)) = . . . = LENGTH( CHAIN( 345)) = 9 
%(9,3, 5,2) = { 6 I 6 E CHAIN( 156), CHAIN(256), 
CHAIN(356), CHAIN(456) > 
o&(9, 3)=~@(9, 3, 8, l)u”li(9, 3, 7, l)uSY(9, 3, 6, l)u%(9, 3, 5, 2). 
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